
From: ECE-Aarhus-Compliance  
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2022 6:16 PM 
To: grsalmaty@ ; gatinalubania ; Bauyrzhan ISSALIYEV ; 
ss_grs ; aseke7  
Cc: Altynkul BALABAYEVA ; a.shiranov@ ; 
kense@ ; Gulsara Yeskendirova ; 
g mazhitova@ ; a.aldabergenov ; melnik ; s.tashkenbaeva ; 
n.dauletyarova ; madina.tauyekelova ; Fiona Marshall ; Maryna 
Yanush  
Subject: Decision VII/8k (Kazakhstan) - plan of action  
 
Dear Colleagues, 
 
As you may be aware, through paragraph 3 (a) of decision VII/8k concerning the compliance of Kazakhstan, the 
Meeting of the Parties to the Aarhus Convention requested the Party concerned to submit a plan of action, including a 
time schedule, to the Committee by 1 July 2022 regarding the implementation of the recommendations contained in 
paragraphs 2 (a)–(g) of that decision. 
 
Following the expiration of the above deadline, the secretariat, at the request of the Chair of the Compliance 
Committee, wrote to the Party concerned to ascertain the status of its outstanding plan of action.  
 
In reply, the Party concerned indicated that it had in fact sent its plan of action to the Committee some time ago, in 
approximately March 2022. Since the secretariat did not receive an email in that period enclosing the plan of action, a 
technical problem may have prevented the email reaching the secretariat.  
 
In the light of the above, please now find enclosed Kazakhstan’s plan of action on decision VII/8k, in both English and 
Russian, as received by the secretariat on 14 July 2022. 
 
You are invited to provide any comments you may have on the plan of action by 17 August 2022, that is by four weeks 
from today’s date. 
 
Kind regards, 
Aarhus Convention secretariat 
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